
What are the size and structure of the data?
What is the data quality?
How do we access the data? How do we 
connect to the data source(s) or collect data 
to a central storage?
What is the data source(s)? What is its level 
of integrity? What is the frequency of data 
updates?
Who produces/supports the data?
Is there a data model / metadata?
What are requirements for the data and the 
data source?

What is the purpose of the product?
Who are the stakeholders, end users, 
beneficiaries, domain experts, and/or data 
subjects?
What are the success factors?
Where does the product fit in the value 
chain?
What is the design rationale underlying the 
product (i.e. why does it do what it does in 
the way that it does it)?
How do the end-users interact with the 
product and in what context?
What are the key conceptual elements and 
logic of the domain?

Does the company use managed or open 
source tools? Are those tools in a cloud, on-
prem or hybrid infrastructure?
What are the approved technologies to use?
What are the access and usage policies 
applicable to (sensitive) data, and what is the 
data retention policy?
Are there any security controls to take into 
account?
What are the requirements for control of 
bias and explainability of inference?

Is it a dashboard, API, UI/Frontend, file, etc?
Do we use streaming, batch, or micro-batch?
How should the system behave?
When does the system malfunction?
What are the requirements for uptime, 
scalability, and target algorithm metrics?
How frequently should the data be 
refreshed?
What front/back/data services should the 
product integrate with?
What are the main decisions on functional 
design, data modelling, and algorithm?
How do we support the data schema 
evolution and changes in integrated services 
and systems?
How do we serve security and privacy 
requirements? 
How do we manage explicit and implicit user 
consent?

How do we monitor the applications and 
infrastructure health? 
What are the data and predictions drift and 
vicious feedback loops?
What are the algorithm and fairness metrics?
What are business sanity checks?
Do we have logging and other means of inci-
dents investigation?
What is the disaster recovery plan?
How (and by whom) should incidents be 
handled? How can we learn from incidents?

What is the environment for developing 
models and for A/B testing?
How to version the code, data, and 
experiments?
How to move from the notebook to 
production?
What are the code quality checks?
How to test the data, application logic and 
integrations, and algorithm performance and 
fairness?
How to automate retraining?

How to manage the impact of (changes in) 
the product on consumers and end users?
How to build user trust, make the product 
transparent to users, and help users interact 
with the product?
What does a model feedback loop look like 
and how to involve users in it?
How to involve users in the monitoring and 
incident management?
How to support GDPR and sensitivity requi-
rements?

What value does the product bring to the business at the 
moment and in a year, compared to a status quo? 
What is the budget for mitigating errors / incidents?
What risky behavior do we need to prevent (at all times)?
What can we ignore?

How much resources (CPU, RAM, disc space, network 
bandwidth, etc) do we need?
What existing technologies/services can be used?

What risks can be mitigated with business processes?
How to compensate in case our product causes harm to the 
user?

What are the main decisions on techno-
logy, tools and components?
What are the requirements for the team to 
build and operate the product?

Business Use case

Product goal(s)
Expected outcomes
Users, Activities, Context
Domain specifics

Company policies

Software/Information/Data strategy
Architecture principles
Data governance and GDPR
Fairness and transparency of ML

Source Data

Metadata and data lineage
Access pattern
Data source ownership and support

Data Product

Product form
Functional requirements
Nonfunctional requirements
Integrations with other applications
Data and algorithm design

Incident Management

Monitoring
Handling incidents, SLA
Improving

Automation

Development environment
Experiments and reproducibility
Productization process
CI / CD

Support

Consumers management
Communication channels
User support

Business impact

Benefits for the business
Risks for the business

Tooling and skills

Requirements for the infrastructure
Solution architecture
Existing environment
Skill requirements (or required skills)

Xommnia’s machine learning operations canvas 

* We recommend business and technical users to fill in the Canvas in collaboration. It gives both sides a perspective, fosters asking the right questions, enables looking ahead, and supports designing lean systems.
** This canvas is focused on machine learning operations. Although every topic in hand deserves a separate document to describe it, it makes sense to focus only on details related to running ML in production.
*** The canvas contains a rather broad list of questions to spark thoughts and curiosity. Some of the questions will be inapplicable in certain situations or to certain stages of ML product lifecycle.
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Xommnia’s machine learning operations canvas

* We recommend business and technical users to fill in the Canvas in collaboration. It gives both sides a perspective, fosters asking the right questions, enables looking ahead, and supports designing lean systems.
** This canvas is focused on machine learning operations. Although every topic in hand deserves a separate document to describe it, it makes sense to focus only on details related to running ML in production.
*** The canvas contains a rather broad list of questions to spark thoughts and curiosity. Some of the questions will be inapplicable in certain situations or to certain stages of ML product lifecycle.
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Xommnia’s machine learning operations canvas

* We recommend business and technical users to fill in the Canvas in collaboration. It gives both sides a perspective, fosters asking the right questions, enables looking ahead, and supports designing lean systems.
** This canvas is focused on machine learning operations. Although every topic in hand deserves a separate document to describe it, it makes sense to focus only on details related to running ML in production.
*** The canvas contains a rather broad list of questions to spark thoughts and curiosity. Some of the questions will be inapplicable in certain situations or to certain stages of ML product lifecycle.
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